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Subject: Arbitration panel 

 
On 26 September 2011 INA, d.d. received the decision on the appointment of arbitration panel president in the 

arbitration procedure initiated by EDISON INTERNATIONAL S.p.A against INA, d.d., which represents the 

finalization of the procedure of arbitration panel appointment and formation, concerning the Production Sharing 

Agreement (PSA) in the Contract Area of the Republic of Croatia Offshore Adriatic Sea Izabela and Iris/Iva 

blocks (hereinafter: the Agreement). The seat of the arbitration procedure shall be in Vienna, in accordance with 

the arbitration clause, and the procedure shall be conducted in line with UNCITRAL rules.  

EDISON INTERNATIONAL S.p.A bases its arbitration notice on the allegations that INA, d.d. did not fully 

comply with its contracting obligations as per the Agreement and it in the same notice claims damage 

compensation from INA, d.d. in the amount of cca EUR 140 million, as well as compensation for lost profit. 

INA, d.d. delivered a response to the arbitration notice in which it fully contests the allegations of EDISON 

INTERNATIONAL S.p.A., and it also submitted a counterclaim against the company EDISON INTERNATIONAL 

S.p.A. 

INA, d.d. is expecting that the recently-formed arbitration panel will in further procedure instruct and determine a 

deadline within which EDISON INTERNATIONAL S.p.A shall be obliged to file a lawsuit specifying and 

explaining the claims from the submitted arbitration notice. 

EDISON INTERNATIONAL S.p.A. and INA, d.d. in 2002 entered into a Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) in 
the Contract Area of the Republic of Croatia Offshore Adriatic Sea Izabela and Iris/Iva blocks. 
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